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People visit the Brooklyn Grange rooftop farming company and
sustainability center during an open day, in the New York City bor-
ough of Brooklyn.

View of the Oriental Avenue in downtown Medellin, Colombia.

square meters (more than 236,000 square feet), the farm culti-
vates a wide variety of vegetables. But it has to limit the soil
depth to about 30 centimeters (12 inches) and “irrigate the soil
a little more frequently, because it dries out very quickly”,
Schantz said. Doussard said that the logistics of rooftop farm-
ing, where water and soil must be hauled up and produce
brought down, means: “These farms must be profitable
because there are a lot of constraints.”

From living in Milan’s vertical forest... 
By adorning two high-rise apartment buildings from top to

bottom in more than 20,000 trees and plants, Italian architect
Stefano Boeri said he’d wanted to make trees “an essential
component of architecture” and create something that could
“contribute to reducing pollution”. The Bosco Verticale (Vertical
Forest) in the heart of Milan sees cherry, apple and olive trees
spilling over balconies alongside beeches and larches, select-
ed and positioned according to their resistance to wind and
preference for sunlight or humidity.

The award-winning project opened in 2014 and, said Simay,
is “an indisputable technical feat with an ecosystem function, a

large diversity of trees, plants, insects”. But, he added, con-
crete and steel were required to support it all, while setting it up
was costly and energy-consuming. And the price that the luxu-
ry apartments go for is also often a talking point.

To vertical farming in Copenhagen 
Bathed in purple light, produce like lettuce, herbs and kale

sprout in layered racks from floor to ceiling inside a massive
warehouse in a Copenhagen industrial zone. Little robots deliv-
er trays of seeds from aisle to aisle at the vertical farm, opened
by Danish start-up Nordic Harvest in December. Produce will
be harvested 15 times a year despite never seeing soil or day-
light — 20,000 specialised LED lightbulbs keep it illuminated
around the clock. The need for constant lighting is one of the
downsides for Simay, who also highlighted its overall costs.

But Nordic Harvest founder and chief executive Anders
Riemann stresses the benefits of produce being grown close to
consumers, freeing up agricultural land that can be turned back
into forest. For Haentjens, it represents “an interesting route”,
depending on the context. “But we can’t make it the model of
tomorrow,” he said.

The metro passes by a green corridor in Medellin, Colombia.

A view inside the Cloud Forest at Gardens by the Bay in Singapore.


